A BETTER YOU
FROM EVERY ANGLE
With over 1 million CoolSculpting® procedures
performed worldwide, people everywhere are
getting a better view of themselves thanks to
individual treatment plans tailored specifically to
their bodies.

A one-of-a-kind procedure with
one-of-a-kind results.

Check out what people have to say
about CoolSculpting at facebook.com/CoolSculpting

YOUR QUESTIONS,
ANSWERED
QUESTION: How much does the
CoolSculpting® procedure cost?

ANSWER: The price for CoolSculpting procedures
varies depending on your areas of concern, the number
of sessions needed, and your ultimate goals. Create
a customized treatment plan with your provider that’s
tailored to your body, your goals, and your budget.
QUESTION: What does it feel like?

ANSWER: During your treatment, a gel pad
and applicator are applied to the targeted area.
Applicators that use vacuum will draw the tissue into
the applicator cup. You may feel pulling, tugging, and
mild pinching. Controlled cooling is then delivered to
the targeted fat so you may feel intense cold but this
sensation typically subsides within 10 minutes as the
area becomes numb. Many people read, check email
or even take a nap during their sessions. Afterwards,
patients are usually able to return to normal activities.
QUESTION: Where does the fat go?

ANSWER: Once the treated fat cells are
crystallized (frozen), the body naturally processes
the fat and eliminates these dead cells. Once the
treated fat cells are gone, they’re gone for good.

Find answers to more of your
questions at CoolSculpting.com

QUESTION: Does it really work?
When will I see results?

ANSWER: Yes! The CoolSculpting procedure has
a 95% patient satisfaction rate1. Your provider will
help you create an individualized treatment plan
tailored to your specific goals. While some patients
may see results as early as 3 weeks after their
session, most dramatic results are usually seen 1-3
months after treatment.
QUESTION: What happens if I gain weight
down the road?

ANSWER: Many people, after seeing the results
from their CoolSculpting procedure, take even
better care of themselves. However, if you do gain
weight, you may gain it evenly all over your body,
not just in the treated areas.1

SCIENCE THAT
LOOKS GOOD, TOO
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Many of us have
stubborn fat despite
diet and exercise.
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CoolSculpting® technology
uses controlled cooling
to target and kill only these
fat cells.

In the weeks to follow, the
body naturally processes
the fat and eliminates these
dead cells.

CoolSculpting results are
long-term,1 as treated fat
cells are gone for good.

After treatment, targeted fat cells are eliminated for good.
Results and patient experience may vary.

Get more information sent right
to your inbox. Sign up at CoolSculpting.com

Untreated areas will have no change in fat cell distribution.1

SMALL APPLICATOR
LARGE APPLICATOR

ONCE IT’S GONE,
IT’S GONE FOR GOOD
The results from some diets and fat-reduction treatments
may leave you swinging back and forth between “before”
and “after” versions of yourself.

SURFACE APPLICATOR
Placements shown are approximate.

But the CoolSculpting® procedure is non-surgical,
safe, effective, and best of all, the results are longterm.1 So take a good, long look at yourself.
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See more CoolSculpting
results at CoolSculpting.com

